WHAT'S ON YOUR NIGHTSTAND
BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS
APRIL ZOOM!

FICTION

Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine (audio) - Gail Honeyman
Eleanor struggles with appropriate social skills, avoids most human contact but is quite busy with her vodka and phone chats with Mummy

The Goldfinch - Donna Tartt
After Teo’s mother is killed, he carries this symbol of grief and loss from early adolescence into an adulthood fraught with danger and beset by addiction.

Hummingbird - Stephen Kiernan
Deborah, a compassionate hospice nurse, is sorely tested when her husband returns from his 3rd Iraq deployment.

The Music Shop - Rachel Joyce
Music shop owner, Frank, always finds his customers the music they need…. then one day a woman in a pea green coat walks in.

Redhead by the Side of the Road - Anne Tyler
Micah, a creature of habit, doesn't always see things clearly, much to the dismay of those around him.

Tapestry of Fortune - Elizabeth Berg
Four women take a road trip looking for people and things they miss

We Must Be Brave - Frances Liardet
A woman. A war. The child who changed everything.

NON-FICTION

The Club: Johnson, Boswell and the Friends Who Shaped an Age - Leo Damrosch
An extraordinary group of intellectuals in 18th Century Britain

Great Women Artists - Phaidon Editors
Features more than 400 female artists from 50 + countries, spanning 500 years of creativity.
Parisian Lives - Dierde Bair
Bair explores her remarkable 15 years in Paris with Samuel Beckett and Simone de Beauvoir

Set the Boy Free - Johnny Marr
Memoir from legendary guitarist Johnny Marr. Along with vocalist Morrissey, Marr co-founded The Smiths, who critics consider one of the most important bands to emerge from the British indie music scene of the 1980s.

Silk Road: a New History of the World - Peter Frankopan
A region that, once center stage, is again rising to dominate global politics.

Will Curtis and This is the Nature of Things - Will Curtis
More than 200 essays about nature